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Folch Ropes is a specialized manufacturer of mooring ropes and 
tailor-made protections to ensure long life and elegant finishes. We 
export to more than 62 countries and our products stand out for 
their high resistance, sophistication and innovation.

Located in an idyllic setting from Barcelona, Folch family is proudly 
in the rope industry since 1942. We love and honour our past and 
we are always innovating for a future. We constantly look for your 
needs with innovation and sophistication to keep providing the 
best and highest quality product and service.

Our ropes are made of high strength and high quality raw materials 
and customized finishes to satisfy all your needs and give the best 
touch to your motor yacht.

Folch’s Super yacht and Mega yacht line include ropes specially 
designed for mooring, tender and toys, to satisfy the specific 
requirements of Super yachts and Mega yachts.

In a calmed or agitated sea, Folch is always the best mooring line.

Technical and sophisticated perfection for the best safety in the 
harbour.

Our company



Mooring lines

Fender lines

Folch Mooring lines are designed to give the best 
performance, look and safety to your motor yacht when in 
the harbour. 

Our mooring line is the perfect rope for your Super yacht and 
will provide excellent breaking load, abrasion resistance and 
excellent lifetime.

Our mooring ropes are double braided, 3 strands and 
8 strands ropes in high resistance polyester and and 
polypropylene multifilament in the best quality. 

Lengths and colour are made to order according to the 
mooring plan of the Super yacht. 

Sophisticated and customised covered splices made by 
specialized hand made marine professionals, with the best 
Spanish bull leather, which gives an elegant finish and 
protects the rope from all possible frictions.

Lengths can be embroidered in the spliced leather as well as 
the name of the Super yacht.

From 14 mm to 90mm diameter.

Folch fender line is a double braided rope designed to give 
the best resistance and an elegant look. It is a soft and 
manageable rope that enables multiple knots. 

Our fender line will be the perfect rope for your fenders and 
will provide excellent breaking load, abrasion resistance and 
excellent lifetime.

16 strands rope nicely braided in high resistance polyester in 
a wide range of colors.

Lengths and colour are made to order according to the needs 
of the Super yacht. 

We can supply our fender lines with splices to tie up the 
fender on the cleats.

From 6 mm to 16mm diameter.

Towing lines Finishes

Folch Chafes 

Folch towing line is the perfect rope for Toys and Tenders in 
the sea. 

It is specially designed to prevent unwanted twisting of the 
rope when floating in the sea. 

It is a lightweight and floating 12/16 strands rope made of 
High resistance HMPE Dyneema in grey color, to give the best 
strength or made of polypropylene in yellow colour, which 
maximizes the visual safety of the rope.

Lengths are made to order according to the needs of the 
motor yacht. 

We can supply our towing line with splices and/or stainless 
thimbles ready for towing use.

From 10 mm to 44mm diameter.

To meet our customer needs, we can supply our products with 
different finishes:

 •  Spliced ends / Loops in multiple diameters and lengths. 

 •  Thermo fixed treatment to lead all fibres working in 
unison.

 •  Coating which increases the rope resistance to rubbing.

 • Shackles / Thimbles.

To guarantee the best protection to our mooring Ropes, 
we have chosen the best materials to give a perfect finish. 
Our protections can be customised in Spanish bull leather, 
marine treated, as well as high quality Polyester and HMPE 
Dyneema cover, which guarantees the best results.

The leather, available in a wide range of colors, can be 
embroidered with the length of the rope or even the name 
of the Motor yacht, to offer an exclusive and sophisticated 
design.

Folch chafes can be supplied for our mooring line and fender line.


